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Thalia, TV | Video presenter Download: New post every week! In one of the previous articles, we talked about Vedadi (Vedic
customs) and found out that the udvartana rite had nothing to do with it. This rite has nothing to do with the pagan god Dan,
whom you can also meet in other Vedas. Here, such an action as sati takes place - intended to prepare a man for "potakardakith"
(marrying a chaste girl). Here, in order to give sacrifice and readiness for sacrifice, a â€œstrikeâ€ rite is performed: they give
four pieces of sharp daggers, put them on display, then put them on the altar, then offer the victims to try them on and ... kill
each other with them in front of everyone. After that, the men sit in a circle and dance and dance for an hour. All this
symbolizes the ritual "sati" - sacrificial slaughter. A blow with a dagger also expresses in traditions pride, anger, a tendency to
violence and lust for power (typical of our time), and a man who cannot stand on his own feet can cause the imminent death of a
person predisposed to suicide. This sacrifice can be seen as a game of money, as each lost dagger wounds someone's future
bride or groom. That is, it was done and is being done for the purpose of profit. In this context, it looks like a direct kindling of
the fire of religious intolerance. And we can also say that this sacrifice symbolizes the motherâ€™s desire to see her son as a
man who can protect this woman. If we look at the venue, we will see that it is definitely not India and definitely not Sri Lanka,
but a region to the south, where "the eyes are afraid, but the hands are doing".
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